INSTANTKNOCKOUT
AFFILIATE EMAILS

This document contains 7 highly profitable emails swipes you can use in your
promotions of Instantknockout Testobooster.

They have been tested repeatedly and tweaked and fine-tuned for the best
conversions possible.

Be sure to insert your links at the appropriate locations within the email swipes.

Your hoplink format is as follows:

https://app.paykickstart.com/affiliate/request/13387
Just replace “ID#” with your paykickstart affiliate ID#.
We wish you all the best in your promotions of Instantknockout Testobooster.

Signed with success,
Instantknockout Testobooster

SUBJECT:
[PIC] Flabby Chest GONE in 13 weeks! How?!...

SUBJECT FOR UNOPENS:
Why This PIC Shocked Me to the Core…

MESSAGE:
A few days ago, I got a message from Henry.
Henry has been married for 23 years...
Has FOUR children (talk about chaos!)…
And he spent the last 4 years on Weight Watchers, basically gaining and losing the
same 15 pounds...
...while wasting a lot of money on their pre-packaged meals that isn't even close to
real food.
Well, in his email, he said...
"I'm down from 31% body fat to 20%.
The men in my family are sculpted; except me. Worse yet, I was feeling mysterious
sores on the tips of my fingers and toes.
Please show me how to be healthy and sculpted."
And the "learning how to be sculpted" is the key point here.
Because yes, the fat loss is nice...
But I’d rather become ripped and lean. Not only is that more practical in life. It might
get me the babes.
However, the really important thing here is becoming lean and sculpted...

Because it doesn't matter how much weight you lose, if you do not get to become a
real stud.
So what did Henry do to get the results, he desperately needed?
She starting taking the instantknockout pills and training for half an hour everyday.

<a href="https://postimg.cc/bDx1SjdT" target="_blank"><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/d1X6XsYz/instantknockout_OneBottleu.png"
alt="instantknockout"/></a>
Yep, as the weather got colder, he started training regularly thanks to consistent selfdiscipline.
People over-complicate things. There is no super weight loss diet.
The only diet you need is full bowl of consistent self-discipline.

Instantknockout supplements will remove your congestible bile. A recent study from
Harvard showed that 80% of men over 40 have toxic, congested bile.
So if you want to lose fat, you gotta fix your bile first, because that's what's breaking
your fat down.

Thick bile = thicker thighs, larger waist, and a rounder belly.

Anyways, if you like the idea of get lean and sculpted by doing these simple
exercises and losing anywhere from 7-22lbs over the next 3 weeks...

...by finally thinning out your toxic, congested bile so your body can burn fat again...

Then you may want to try this "instantknockout".
It works incredibly fast, and...
I don't know any other program out there that focuses on choline and betaine-rich
foods… …which is probably why most “diets” fail.
That’s why this will actually work for you :)

[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:
Dude transforms his Soft Body into Packs of Muscle; His Doctor Loses it…!

MESSAGE:
Hi {!firstname_fix},
This guy went from almost losing his life because of his excess weight to quickly
transforming his body to that of a man 20 years younger…
…ALL while the doctors watched in amazement!

<a href=" https: //app.paykickstart.com/checkout/..... "><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/Z5D20NM0/Francis_Blaine.png" alt="Prime Male
Testobooster"></a> (PLACE CODE HERE TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR JUST
DOWNLOAD THE IMAGE AND PLACE MANUALLY)

And he got rid of all this excess weight (all 41lbs of it) along with his beer gut …
... Instantknockout Testobooster is considered to be a revolutionary, exhaustively
researched muscle building supplement with one very focused aim...to smash down
the barriers to growth by opening your testosterone floodgates.

It's designed to naturally increase your testosterone level, which is the 'missing link'
essential for building muscle, by providing your body with the nutrients it needs to
naturally produce more testosterone.
Francis Blaine got ripped by Doing THIS?
P.S. The 53,816 people who have watched this video so far have gotten ripped in
60days
…simply by following the exact steps outlined in the ‘Instantknockout Testobooster’
program.
[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:
Are these household vegetables actually MAKING you Fat and Sloppy?

MESSAGE:
Hi {!firstname_fix},
Have unwanted belly fat? Suffering with a slow metabolism?
If you’re an American over the age of 35 and you’ve recently suffered from intense
cravings, constant fatigue or unwanted weight gain…
Then there’s a very good chance you’re currently suffering from stubborn belly fat.
But there is good news…
Taking instantknockout pills of this doctor-designed formula activates fat burning
hormones and it can help your focus, speed up a slow metabolism, reduce unwanted
belly fat and help stop cravings.

<a href="https://postimg.cc/GTGjPCs2" target="_blank"><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/rsYYkyVS/instantknock_testo.png"
alt="instantknock_testo"/></a>
Best of all you don’t have to starve yourself or exercise for hours and hours every
day. It all has to do with something called the “Bio-Harmony Switch” that occurs when
you take these fat burning drops.
Clovis has become ripped by working out for only half an hour per day.
The indispensable key is consistent self-discipline.
Consistent self-discipline is more important than motivation. The key is consistency.

Use the instantknockout supplements with my special set of six-pack abs exercises.
You can get lean and ripped in 6weeks flat.

[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT OPTIONS:

MESSAGE:
Today I have exciting news to share with you...
This is a simple, yet surprisingly effective, new method to chisel your chest that has
never been studied before, and it’s taking the fitness industry by storm!
In fact, this system is modeled after a recently discovered, and so far forbidden,
knowledge that some of the healthiest countries in the world, such as Japan, Korea,
and Vietnam, have used for thousands of years to live a long and healthy life.
This system has the potential to help you burn fat and tone your pectoral muscles at
an accelerated rate.
In fact, one breakthrough study showed that those who performed this running trick
just once per week burned over 500% more fat compared to conventional weight loss
methods, while doing less work and without inconvenient food restrictions.
That is exactly why CNN and the entire media went bonkers because of it, and why it
even pissed off the Weight Watchers and Atkins diet folks for sure.

In fact, a 42 year old with metabolic and weight problems, who was right on course
for developing diabetes, has even sparked the attention of major media outlets
because, after using this system, he has lost almost 20% of his body fat, saving his
own life, in just a few short weeks, and without stepping foot in the gym…

<center>
<a href="https://postimg.cc/PNfjRQh3" target="_blank"><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/c1wL6FzS/instantknockout_3Bottlesx.png"
alt="instantknockout_3Bottlesx"/></a></center>
Just by using this little-known technique.
Would you like to burn 500% more fat by using this quick running trick just once per
week? I’ll show you exactly how to do it:
DO THIS once a week to lean Your Pectoral Muscles (takes less than 1 min)
[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:

MESSAGE:
Hey {!firstname_fix},
I recently came across a surprising quiz that most people miserably fail at…
Wanna try it yourself?
I’m glad you do!
So, quick question…
Did you know that there is a common household green vegetable that is actually
keeping you from attaining your ‘chiseled chest’ dreams?
But here’s where it gets tricky...
Recent studies by one of the top universities in the country have revealed that people
who don’t stop eating this vegetable can turn off their natural fat burning cycles and,
instead, actually STORE toxic breasts fat, and even increase their levels of
dangerous cancer-causing free radicals - all at the same exact time.
The harsh truth is this...
If you ever want to actually melt off stubborn belly fat, say goodbye to it for good and,
instead, finally achieve a toned plate of ripped abs...
...you must AVOID this one vegetable!
But which of these green vegetables do you think is it? (Choose your answer below –
you’d be surprised!)

A. Click here if you think it is spinach
B. Click here if you think it is broccoli

C. Click here if you think it is kale
Look… these are the “healthy foods” that everyone is recommending, yet NO ONE
else is talking about their harmful effects...
...and sadly, they may be the #1 thing you need to get rid of to finally kick-start your
metabolism’s natural fat burning capacities and dare to stroll bare-chested on the
beach.
If you want to know exactly HOW to do that, and WHY you need to STOP eating the
wrong vegetables to quickly get rid of your belly fat (in as little as a few weeks)...then
click this to learn more.
[Sign Off Line]

(SEND TO YOUR ENTIRE LIST AFTER SENDING ONE
OF THESE EMAILS FIRST)

SUBJECT OPTIONS:

MESSAGE:
Earlier today I sent you an email about the influential study my friend conducted on
how a 24-yr old, ‘girly man’ who quickly and effortlessly lost 31lbs without doing a
single minute of weight-lifting, using some simple and easy-to-follow tweaks to his
diet…
Very inspiring story!
So, I wanted to let you know first that he has just emailed me and told me something
very interesting...
Now, what you have to know about him is that he’s totally committed to helping as
many people as he can, who are suffering from ‘overweight.’ He was able to use a
ridiculous secret to flatten his own chest and now lives a rich life. You deserve the
same experience and lots of energy.
So, he’s been busy testing these tweaks in his popular and exclusive pectoral
muscles boot camp for over a year now.
And one of his students told him that he should really add some simple full body
toning advice to his already awesome program as well, to make it that much better.
So, that’s exactly what he did!

And that’s why I’m emailing you real quick to tell you about the pectoral muscles
system that you can get 100% free when you take action and grab his new
“Instantknockout Testobooster” System today!

He sent this blueprint over to me in video format so that you can easily follow along,
without missing a beat.
In a nutshell, this is a powerful formula that by itself will melt away several inches
from your waist, so that you can quickly get in shape and look good for your next
date, wedding, anniversary, or even high school reunion.
And even better, he also included a little-known chest detox formula to easily help
you get rid of free radicals and toxins from your body, using ingredients that you can
probably find in your kitchen cabinet right now.
Just follow the 3-Minute ‘Instantknockout Testobooster’ video formula and you’ll burn
body-fat at record speed, without saying no to anything delicious or feeling trapped in
the vicious circle of calorie counting…
To be honest with you, I wish I came up with this idea first…
But at least it’s finally here for you to take advantage of!
So, go ahead and get your free copy of the video now...

<a href="https://postimg.cc/PNfjRQh3"
target="_blank"><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/c1wL6FzS/instan
tknockout_3Bottlesx.png"
alt="instantknockout_3Bottlesx"/></a>

(PLACE CODE
HISE TO SHOW THE IMAGE) OR
JUST DOWNLOAD THE IMAGE
AND PLACE MANUALLY)

If you’re thinking “Enough is enough!” and you want to get rid of those stubborn ‘girly
breasts’ for good, now you finally have an easy solution…
Take action now and grab “Instantknockout Testobooster” today at this link...

Get the 3-Minute Sculpting Videos 100% FREE When You
Order “Instantknockout Testobooster” System Through This
Link
Enjoy the free VIDEO!
[Sign Off Line]

SUBJECT:

MESSAGE:
Hi {!firstname_fix},
If you want to see something astonishing, you need to STOP what you are doing
right now and read this quick email carefully.
I’m going to show you a little-known, yet crazily effective, tweak that has completely
transformed the life of a 23year old man, who had been suffering from excess bodyweight since childhood.
He was close to developing full-blown diabetes, was struggling with a serious thyroid
problem, and doctors advised him to prepare for the worst as his heart simply
couldn’t keep up with his excess weight…
And then this man who had been struggling with body-fat and overweight during his
entire life quickly and effortlessly lost over 41lbs in a matter of weeks...
And that’s not even the most amazing part...
All his previous medical problems, including his high blood pressure, terrible digestive
problems and hormone imbalance, completely vanished.
His story actually made the six o’clock news because the only things he removed
from his diet were these two unusual vegetables that he thought were healthy, but in
fact, nothing could be further from the truth.
Not only did he lose 41lbs but his insulin went back to normal, and now, at the age of
26, he looks like and feels at his prime, full of energy, health, and joy.

Listen, I know what you’re thinking…
His transformation seems almost unreal. How is this possible?

I’ll let you know how he did it in a minute, but first, let me warn you of something
before reading further…

<a href="https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/....."><img
src="https://i.postimg.cc/yYdHqdPR/Derek-Holt-Brokerage-Consultant.jpg"
alt="Instantknockout Testobooster"></a> (PLACE CODE HISE TO SHOW THE
IMAGE) OR JUST DOWNLOAD THE IMAGE AND PLACE MANUALLY)

(Francis Blaine’s incredible transformation photo is literally going viral at the same
time I’m writing you this email!)
You might get a bit pissed off, maybe even swear a little, when you see the list of
fruits and vegetables that (throughout your life) you THOUGHT were healthy…
…But, in fact, they’re not at all!
After watching this short video, you’ll feel relieved because you will know exactly
what vegetables to avoid in order to easily get rid of body-fat and like a man again.
AVOID These Unhealthy Veggies and Lose 41+ Pounds Just Like Francis…
[Sign Off Line]
P.S. As you might guess, the fitness industry is NOT happy about this and I am under
the radar, so I don’t know how much longer I can keep this information public…I
suggest you check it out while you still can!

Subject:
Hi {Name of Prospect },
Stunned by the $500 check in my mailbox

Sometimes people don't believe me when I tell them about how much you can make
providing online solutions to guys with flabby chests…

So I took a video of myself actually getting paid $500 for selling ‘Instantknockout
Testobooster’ techniques to finally set the record straight.

https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

I'm not going to leave this video up for long, so check it out now before I take it down!

Subject:
Hi {Name of Prospect},
Don’t Miss the Opportunity!

If you missed my last email, don’t worry. Here is another.

We have allocated a free sample for you just to boost our word-to-mouth efforts.

https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

A vast array of aesthetic companies is offering signup bonuses for new prospects.
Just remember that we offer shared membership. You can share it with family,
friends and acquaintances.

By the way, I am reading a $400 worth offer that just arrived in my mail box. This
means guys are already rushing to order the “Instantknockout Testobooster” system.

A few hundred of these and I’ll be in the south of France sipping Pina Colada, while
wishing the bikini of that blonde bimbo could melt upon contact with water.
Sign up whenever you can and get the cash registers chiming and jingling.

https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

Subject:
Hi {Name of Prospect},
Mr. “I’m Too Fat”

Do you long for the day, when you could stride bare-chested on the beach? Finally,
that day could be around the corner.

Right now, you can get an effective system that will transform your flabby chest into
pectoral plates of steel in a few short weeks.

The skills required to do this could be learnt in an hour! Once these skills are
acquired, the process pretty much runs on autopilot.

https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

What sounds too good to true, usually isn’t. NOT THIS TIME. This is the real deal.

You can verify this for yourself by clicking the link below and entering a brave new
world of ripped and photogenic chest, complete with the abs to go.

Hurry your ass up though, for there are only 60spots available.

https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

Subject:
Hi {Name of Prospect},
Great News... Ripped and Toned!

We are looking for motivated people, who are willing to test the limits of our
“Instantknockout Testobooster” prototype. This prototype is only free for those
willing to provide feedback.

If you are interested in shredding your chest, here is your personal link below;

https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

You are not allowed to share the prototype with anyone else. Only personal usage is
authorized.

https://app.paykickstart.com/checkout/.....

